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Objectives/Goals
The goal of this project is to find the fastest arrow out of the four different arrows being tested. The fastest
arrow will be the most accurate. Anyone who is involved in the sport of archery can benefit from the
results of the experiment by having the fastest and most accurate arrows.

Methods/Materials
Some materials being used are a recurve bow, four differently fletched arrows, a computer with Coach
Studio and Quick Time software, a high speed camera, and an archery range. Fist record with the high
speed camera all the arrows that were shot. Then download them onto the computer and cut them down so
they are not as lengthy. Transfer into Coach Studio and track the arrow. Export the data and record in a
data table.

Results
The arrow that was predicted to fly the fastest did in fact fly faster than all the rest after analyzing the data
from the videos.  The only difference to the hypothesis was that the fastest arrow flew 1.247624 m/s faster
than the next fastest arrow. The researcher found that there were some definite differences in the speed of
the arrow shot.

Conclusions/Discussion
The hypothesis was very close to the actual arrow. The feather straight fletched arrow did indeed fly the
fastest but it was faster than predicted. It flew 1.2476154 meters per second faster than the next fastest
arrow which was the plastic helically fletched arrow. The fastest arrow flew 1.6400702 meters per second
faster than the third fastest arrow which was the feather helically fletched arrow. What was even more
amazing is that it flew 3.9663006 meters per second faster than the slowest arrow. This is almost four
whole meters per second faster than the plastic straight fletched arrow. The part of the hypothesis that was
correct was which arrow would fly the fastest.  This was the feather straight fletched arrow.

The fastest and most accurate arrow is the straight feather fletched arrow. Now that this information has
been found all archers can have the fastest arrow.
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